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The Geogaphical Indication of Goods (Registration & Protection) Act,

1999 .3ls

In the matter of an apptcation

by the Agricultural & Processed

Food Products Export

Development Authority, India

for registration of BASMATI as

a geographical indication in

class 30 in respect of 'Rice'.

STATEMENT OF CASE

Name of the Geostaphical fndication

1. The geographical indication which is the subject matter of this

application is the name 'BASN.4-.\TI' to describe a special long gain

aromatic rice grown and produced in a particular geogtaphical tegion of

the Indian sub-continent. Historically, BASNtrA.TI rice was a product of

the undivided India with a recorded history of over 200 years.

The name BASMATI is derived from two Sanskrit roots 'Vas' meaning

'arorna' and 'mati' meaning 'ingrained from the origin'. In Hindi, the

equivalent of T'as' is 'Bas' and, therefore, BASMATL Essentially,

BASMATI means, 'the one containing aroma'. BASI,{-.\TI is Nature's

gift and farmem have been gowing this scented rice variety for many

cerituries. In India, various types of aromatic rice including short and

long gtains are grown. There are over hundreds of varieties of aromatic

rice grown in the wodd as well. However, BASMATI is the best known

among these owing to its many unique cooking and eating properties

attributable to the agro-climatic conditions prevailing in the aforesaid

hical area.
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Why GI Ptotection for BASMATI?

3.

+.

5.

BASMATI rice is an iconic heritage of India which needs to be

preserved in the national interest, being a unique ptodu6l 6rigrnating

only from a defined growing region of the Indo-Gangetic plains.

Patronized domestically and internationally, BASMATI is a ptemium

export product and its exPorts have increased from Rs. 294 ctotes in

1990 to Rs. 9456 crores in 2008-2009, which is a tecorded inctease of

400. .

The obiective of protection of BASMATI as a geographical indication is

two fold: (a) to protect the interest of the stakeholders such as farmers,

millers, traders, exporters and importers; and @) to protect the

consumers against deception and acts of unfair trade competition.

Aricle 24.9 of the TRIPS Agteement to which India is a signatory

mandates that home protection of a geographical indication is a pre-

requisite for international protection. Hence, it is imperative that, apart

from the actions that are being taken domestically and intemationally to

protect BASMATI, there must be statutory Protection for the name

BASMATI in its home country to have an effective international

orotection.

Growins area

o. Traditionally, BASMATI dce has been grown and produced in the states

of Punjab, Haryana, Delhi, Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, and patts of

Uttar Pradesh and Tammu & Kashmir as shown below:
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It may be relevant to state that the States of Punjab, Haryarra alird,

Himachal Pradesh were originally part of the erstwhile Punjab and, as a

result of the reorganization of the states in India for administrative

teasofls, these separate states have been formed. Consequently, the

BASMATI growing area which fell in the undivided Punjab is now

shared among the vadous states as aforesaid.

Extremes District State Geogmphic
Coordinates

East Pithoragarh Uttrakhand 81" 02', 09.3" E
Longitude

West Firozepur Punjab 73" 52', 33.9" E
Longitude

North Chamba Himachal Pradesh 33" 16', 14.7" N
Latitude

South Auraiya Uttar Pradesh 26" 22', 13.5" N
Latitude
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The gtowing areas of BASMATI rice lie within the above identified

exftemes and geographic coordinates corresponding thereto' Three

certified maps showing the latitude and longitude of the defined growlng

area of BASMATI rice have already been submitted to the Registrat of

Geographical Indications on January 20,2070 and may be treated as part

and parcel of this Statemeot of Case.

1. Members of the trade and public in India have always traditiona\

associated BASMATI rice with the aforesaid defined region only.

Description of the 4tPlicant and its obiectives

The Agricultu rzl and Processed Food Ptoducts Expon Development

Authority (APEDA) is a statutory authority of the Govetnment of India

under the Ministry of Commerce established under the Agdcultutal and

Processed Food Products Export Development Authority Act, 1985

(APEDA Act) which provides for the development and promotion of

export of certain agricultural and processed food ptoducts from India

including BASMATI rice. APEDA has its office at 3, NCUI Butldtng,

August Iftanti Matg, Siri Institutional Atea, New Delhi 110016.

APEDA is, therefore, a statutory authority entrusted with the task of

development and promotion of exports of certain agdcultural products

including BASMATI rice in India and abroad.

A copy of the APEDA Act, 1985 is attached hereto and marked as

Annexure 1. The Schedule to the APEDA Act, 1985 was amended vide

a notification dated March 28,2008 issued by the Ministry of Commerce

and Industry to add 'Cereals' (which includes BASMATI rice) to the

Schedule and omit the entry 'Non-Basmati rice' therefrom. A copy of

the said notification is attached and marked as Annexure 2.

APEDA is a non-trading body, representing the interests of all the

producers / stake holders in the property and goodwill in the BAS\trATI

name and product including the farmers, millers, traders, exporters and

importers of BASMATI rice. The constitution of the Applicant is
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statutorily rnandated and represents divetse interests and groups.

Besides the Chaitman of the Applicant, its other membets include:

(i) 3 Members of Padiament

(ii) 8 members appointed by the Cenual Govemment to represent

the ministries of agriculture and rutal development, commerce,

ftnance, industry, food, civil supplies, civil aviation, shipping and

ffansport

(iii) 5 members appointed by the Central Govetnment to represent

the States and the Union Territories

(iv) 7 members appointed by the Central Govetnment to represent,

among others the Indian Council of Agricultural Research, the

National Horticulture Board, the National Agncultural Co-

operative Matketing Federation, the Centtal Food Technological

Research Institute etc

(v) 12 members appointed by the Central Govemment to represeflt

fruit and vegetable products industries, other scheduled products

industries etc.

(vi) 2 members appointed by the Central Govemment from amongst

specialists and scientists in the field of agriculture, economics and

marketing of scheduled products.

Besides the statutory mandate vested in APEDA for protection and

enforcement of all the rights in the BASMATI name afld product on

behalf of all the stakeholders, APEDA has been acting in furtherance of

these obiectives for the past almost 16 years and some of the steps taken

and actions pursued to protect the BASMATI rice interest include the

following:

10.
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S ecuing conmercial interetts

APEDA has been seeking market access to help BASMATI rice

trade.

b. The gowing area of BASMATI

extensive exetcise.

flce was mapped through an

Establishment of a Basmati Research Farm and laboratory-cum-

office complex by the name Basmati Export Development

Foundation (BEDD at Modipuram, Uttar Pradesh for quality seed

production of BASMATI rice varieties/ transfer of technology

related to BASMATI rice cultivation and authentication of

BASMATI rice quality based on grain and cooking quality and

DNA based technologies.

d. Being a Schedule product, all expotts of BASMATI rice out of

India are required to be registered with APEDA vide Section

10(2)(b) of the APEDA Act.

Creating awareness among the domestic ffaders and expottets by

issuing circulars and labeling guidelines on the cortect usage of

BASMATI name

Oryanztng atd/ or participating in promotional trade faits for

BASI\.{-.{TI rice in India and abroad

Seuing /ega/ interetts

A world-wide watch agency was appoiflted in the year 1996-1997 to

monitor the trademark registers worldwide for any third paty

attempted registrations of the name BASMATI or any deceptive

variations thereof. In such capactty, APEDA has taken actions by

way of oppositions/ rectifications/ civil suits/ cease and desist

letters/ amicable setdements etc., against all such attempted third

party registrations and use of the term 'BASMATI' ot any other

deceptive variations thereof, contrary to its significance as a

geographical indication.



b. Till date, APEDA has initiated actions against third party usurpers

of the goodwill and ptoperty in the name BASMATI in over 40

counffies of the wodd. Such actions have included those which

have prevented the use of BASMATI per se or deceptively similar

names such as TEXMATI, JASMATI, KASMATI, TASMATI etc.

Attached hereto and marked as Annexure 3 is a table depicting a

brief summary of such actions initiated by APEDA till the date of

this application.

In particular, APEDA successfully challenged and forced a pmial

voluntary surrender/ revocation of several claims of a pateflt takerr

out in the United States of America by Ricetec, Inc., which sought

to confer a monopoly upon Ricetec in the production and

matketing of rice gtains, which claims would have interfered with

the exoort of BASMATI rice to the United States of America.

d. Enforcing labeling guidelines in India through cease and desist

letters and/or oppositions.

With APEDA taking such active steps against the unauthorized and

illegal attempts at usurpation of the goodwill in the name BASMATI bv

third paties, it has been able to enhance the already existing public

awareness and recognition of BASMATI rice as a geographical

indication.

By an Ordinance, namely, the Agncultural and Processed Food Products

Export Development Authority (Amendment) Ordinance, 2008

IAPEDA (Amendment) Ordinance], dated October 13, 2008, the

APEDA Act has been amended and a new Section 10A has been

inserted to confer on APEDA the specific authority to undertake such

measures, as may be prescribed by the Central Government, for

isuation and ptotection of the Intellectual Property nghts in respect

ial Products Iisted in a new Second Schedule to the APEDA Act

or outside India. The (Amendment) Ordinance listed BASMATI

as afl entry in the new Second Schedule. Fot the purposes of such

and Drotection. Intellectual Prooertv shall include

11.
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geographical indications. Section 2O of rhe Ordinance defines "Specia.l
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Products" to mean and refet to agdcultural and processed food products

included in the Second Schedule of the Ordinance'

A copy of the APEDA (Amendment) Ordinance is attached herewith

and marked Annexure 4.

The APEDA Amendment Otdinance has since been replaced with the

Agncultural and Processed Food Products Export Development

Authonty (Amendment) Acq 2009 (APEDA Amendment Act' 2009)

with retrospective effect from October 13, 2008. A copy of the

APEDA Amendment Act, 2009 is attached hereto and marked as

Annexure 5.

12. Accordingly, APEDA, by virtue of the APEDA Act as amended by the

APEDA Amendment Act, 2009 and the aforesaid representative actions

taken to protect BASMATi name on behalf of its legitimate users is an

appropriate and competent body to represent all the diverse intetests in

the BASMATI supply chain and thus legitimately entrusted with the

responsibility to represent the interests of the stakeholders of BASN4-A.TI

rice, among other products and is thus competent to make this

application under Section l1 of the Geographical Indications of Goods

(Registration & Protection) Acq 1999.

Historical origin and development of the geogtaPhical indication

"BASMATI'

Indian farmers are known to have been growing scented rice varieties for

severa.l centuries. Scented rice varieties in ancient literature wete known

by various names. In fact, the name BASMATI is so old that the origin

assigning the same to this famed rice is lost in antiquity. The lust

rded reference to BASMATI rice can be found in the epic poem

Ranjhaby the great Punjabi Poet Varis Shah dated 1766. The said

had sung in praise of BASMATI rice at the wedding prepatations of

the beautifirl heroine, Heer. An extract from the said poem is attached

hereto and marked as Annexure 6.

13.
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Historically, BASMATI rice has been associated in the public mind as a

special long grain aromatic rice grown and produced in the aforesaid

region in the foothills of the Himalayas. This public perception and

recognition is evident from the general body of information such as the

following:

References to BASMATI rice can be found in gazetteers

published during the British rule in India. Some such gazetteers

referring to the cultivation of BASMATI rice are attached hereto

and collectively marked as Annexute 7.

Besides, BASMATI rice traders nationally and internationally have

been consistendy describing BASI\.4,\TI rice marketed by them to

mean a unique rice variety originating from a region in the

foot}ills of the Himalayas and possessing the said qualities.

Certain specimen packaging of BASMATI rice sold in India and

abroad by traders as well as extracts taken from the websites of

prominent traders and exporters of BASMATI rice, all describing

the sub-Himalayan origin of BASN4-A.TI rice ate collectively

marked as Annexure 8 attached hereto.

Even among the food and restaurant industry, BASMATI rice

occupies a special place as a vaiety of premium dce both in India

and intemationally. Attached hereto and collectively marked as

Annexure 9 are copies of some literature including teferences

ftom well-known dictionaries and food encyclopedias which

cleady describe the geographical origin and significance of the

name BASMATI in relation to this famous rice.

Independently of the above, there is recorded evidence that the unique

characteristics of BASMATI rice such as exceptionally long and slender

grain and an exquisite arom^ Lre attributable to the agro-climatic

ions prevailing in the specified region as aforesaid. BASN{,{TI

varieties require prolonged sunshine, high humidity, cool weather

grain filling, sufficient water supply and normal soil. These

conditions are available only in the aforesaid geogtaphical tegion of the

Indo-Gangetic plain with a relatively cooler climate with day temperature

b)
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ranging between 25 to 32 degrees Celsius and night temperature rangmg

between 20 to 22 degrees Celsius during gain filling fot maximum

retentiori of aroma in the gains. Consequently, only one crop of

BASMATI can be grown it a year during the Kharif season. BASN"f'\II

rice has been grown in this tegion for centuries and is known to possess

its unique characteristics owing to the agro-climatic conditions of the

said region as well as the method of harvesting and processing employed

by the farmets.

BASN..{,A.TI rice has also been the subiect of scientific reseatch aimed

towards increased productivity and quality refinement for value addition.

There is also extensive written scientific literature regatding BASl,tr{TI

rice dating back to the 1800s. Attached hereto and collectively marked

as Annexure 10 are copies of some scientific and historical records

pertaining to BASMATI nce.

The evaluation and testing of a rice variety to be released and notified as

a BASMATI rice variety is conducted only within the aforesaid growing

areas of BASMATI rice. Further, the said rice variety is released and

notified for cultivation only in the aforesaid growing areas of BASMATI

rice. There is an elabotate procedure followed fot telease and

notification of BASMATI varieties under the NBT, which is a trial

process under the aegis of the National Agncultural Research System

(]'JARS) NARS is an agricultural tesearch system under the control,

supervision and coordination of the Indian Council of Agncultural

Research flCAR) Institutes, the State Agricultural Universities (SAUs),

and various other government and higher education agencies.

The NBT is conducted by the Directotate of Rice Research (DRR) in

coordination with the ICAR institutes and the SAUs. There are

tosether 32 SAUs in India. However. there are onlv a few SAUs that

NBT on BASMATI dce, all located within the above-defined

wing areas and include the following:

Indian Agricultural Research Institute, New Delhi.

Punjab Agricultural University, Ludhiana

Lt.

18.
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Govind Ballabh Pant University of Agnculture and Technology,

Udham Singh Nagar, Unarkhand

Haryzrrz Agncultural University, Hisar

Sher-e-Kashmk University of Agricultural Science and Technology,

Jammu

Sher-e-Kashmir University of Agdcultural Science and Technology,

Kashmir

Chaudhary Sarwan Kumar Himachal Pradesh Krishi Vishwavidyalaya

Sardar Vallabhai Patel University of Agriculture and 'I'echnology,

Meerut

19. The NBT is conducted as follows:

b.

The development of those seed varieties proposed to be released and

notified as BASMATI rice varieties are developed by rice breeders

over a period of 10-11 rice crop seasons (Khu.i|.

Thereafter, these seeds are sent to the DRR for the Initial Varietal

Trial-Basmati Trial (IVT-BT). IVT-BT is conducted in ten separate

locations, all located within the defined growing areas of BASI\.tr\TI

rice. In order for these seeds to be released and notified as

BASMATI, they are compared vith the characteristics of standard

check BASMATI dce varieties such as Pusa Basmati-l and Tarori

Basmati.

Those seed varieties that are better than the standard check varieties

in terms of average yield (usually 107o better than the controlled

varieties) and qrrality (on par rvith the controlled varieties) are

promoted to the Advanced Varietal Trial (AVT).

d. AVT consists of two stages- AVT-1 and AVT-2. Tests under the

AVT usually take 2 yearc to be completed. The seed varieries

progresses from AVT- 1 to AVT-2. AVT is conducted in two

sequences of two stages. Stage one is a qualifier evaluation fot the

test varieties to get promored to the Advance Vadetal Trial stage .

d.

e.

c.

h.

H
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This happens only when test variety petforms beyond doubt better

than the standard check. At the Stage two, the test entry is not only

evaluated against the standatd check fot its stability and petformance

but also for its reaction of insect, pests and diseases or such yield

reducing factors. This rigorous testing enables ascertaining

consistency in productivity and BASMATI quality.

Once the seed varieties progress through the two stages of AVT,

these are identified for release.

f. These identified varieties are then placed before the Varietal

Identification Committee (\rIC) comprising tepresentatives ftom ail

rice production technologies afld stake holders approved by the

Indian Council of Agricultural Research that meets once a year at the

Annual fuce Group Meedng.

h.

Once the identifred varieties are approved by the \|IC, these are

released and notified under the Seeds Act, 1966 by the Central Sub

Committee on Varietal Release and Notification, which is a body

under the Central Seeds Committee. The identified variety, once

notified and released, should have the name BASMATI in the body

of denomination, along with its initial evaluation trial number in

parenthesis.

Subsequent to being notified and released, the rice variety enters the

seed production chain. Only these varieties are produced, processed

and marketed as certified seeds under the Seeds Act, 1966. The seed

production is taken up independently by the public sector

undertaking such as Nationa.l Seeds Corporation, Govemment of

India, States Seeds Farm Corporation, Government of India, States

Seeds Corporation as well as Deparffnent of Agriculture of States in

the defined BASMATI G.I region. This ensutes seeds purity as well

as sttict standards of quality.
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Attached and marked collectively as Annexure 11 are copies of the NBT

results conducted for the period 2001-2008.

Based on the aforesaid evidence of public recognition, recorded history

and scientific literature, today, the recognition and reputation of

BASMATI rice as a geographical indication with unique characteristics

attributable to its geographical origin remains a universally acknowledged

fact to all rice aficionados as well as those in the relevant trade and

industrv.

(Jniqueness of 'BASMATf' rice and the nataral and human factors

contributins to the same

As pet the provisions of the Seeds Act, 1966 and the recommendations

of the Central Sub-committee on Crops Standards Notification and

Release of Varieties for Agricultural Crops constituted by the Central

Seed Committee established undet Section 3 of the Seeds Act, 1966 to

define the standards of and delineate the qualifications of the rice

varieties to quali$' as BASMATI, BASMATI rice should conform to

certain pre-determined standards. These standards are prescribed in

the Office Memorandum dated May 29,2008 issued by the Ministry of

Agnculture through the Departrnent of Agriculture and Co-operation,

Government of India. In particular, the variety should be eithet a

traditional known BASMATI or evolved through breeding process. In

order to be labeled a vaiety of BASMATI rice, the variety has to be

tested and evaluated through the NBT for quality parameters otganized

by the All India Coordinated Rice Improvement Project, ICAR and

/ norified under the Seeds Act, 1966. Further, the said varieties

ould be suitable to be grown in the aforementioned growing areas of

ia in the Indo-Gangetic plains. AIso, the sample for the testing would

be direct harwest from the cuffent seed batch being used for the

corresponding trial from the location specified by the Directotate of

Rice Research within the geographical atea where BASMATI rice is

grown. During evaluation and decision making for promofion and

20.

21.
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identification/ release, the quality standards will have to be met and

supported by desirable tange of expression of other ancillary charactets

as prescribed in the Office Memorandum dated May 29' 2008' The

primary and ancillary chatacters of a vaiety have to be verified by one or

more laboratories identified by the Directorate of fuce Research. Lasdy,

the variety should be proposed for release/ notification with the term

"BASI,{.\TI" in the body of denomination, along with its iruttal

evaluation trial (IET) number in parenthesis. The Office Memorandum

further approves the conditiotl alrloltg others that the procedure for

notification of a BASMATI variety must ensure that only such varieties

would qualifi' for the use of the name BASMATI in theit denomination

which contain the prescribed standatds and ate grown in the Indo-

Gangetic region covered by the geographical indication. A copy of the

said Office Memotandum issued by the Ministry of Agriculture through

the Departrnent of Agricultute and Co-operation highlighting aII the

primary quality chatacteristics of BASMATI rice is attached hereto and

marked Annexure 12.

Two sets of tabulated details of the quality characteristics and ancillary

characters of BASMATI rice as prescribed in the Office Memorandum

are given below:

Primarv Oualitv Chatacteristics of BASMATI tice

S. No. Parameter # Value
1. Minimum Lver ge precooked mi-lled rice length

(mm)
6.61

2. Average precooked milled rice bteadth (mm) <2.00

3. Minimum length/breadth ratio of precooked
milled rice (L/B Ratio)

3.50

4. Minimum average cooked tice length (mm) 1,2.00

5. Minimum cooked rice length/precooked rice
length ratio OR Minimum elongation ratio

1,.70

o. Average volume expansion rauo >3.5

7. Aroma Present
(Qualitative

sensory analysis

as Panel Test *)

8. Texture of cooked grain for high integnty
(without bursting the surface), non-stickiness,

Present
(Qualitative
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tenderness, good taste and good mouth feel. sensory analysis

as Pariel Te st x

x* The grain sample for analyses will necessarily have to be 'aged' for
three months under protected conditions at normal room temperature as

milled kemel

*As per staridardized protocol (Directotate of Rice Reseatch,

Hyderabad)

O th e r an cillary ch atac tets

S. No. Parameter ** Value
1,. Amylose content range 20-25%

z. Alka-li spreading value range (AS! 4.0 -1.0
3. Minimum btown rice recoverY ( %o ) 76ah

4. Minimum milled rice tecoverv (%o) 65lo
5. Minimum head rice rccovery (/o) 43%

** The graifl sample for analyses will necessarily have to be'aged'for

three months under protected conditions at normal room temperature as

milled kernel.

The supremacy of BASMATI rice over other varieties of scented and

non-scented rice is attributed to its unique and delicately balanced

combination of a number of unique characteristics such as long slender

kernels with high length breadth rrio, ar exquisite aroma, sweet taste,

soft texture, delicate curvature, intermediate amylose content, high

ifltegrity of grain on cooking, and Linear kernel elongation with least

breadth wise swelling on cooking. These unique characteristics ate

attributable to the various natural and human factors involved in the

sowing, harvesting and processing of BASMATI rice

lYatutal factots

The agto-clirnatic conditions - The ttaditional varieties of BASILATI

rice are long duration varieties which come to matufity in the month of

October. The photoperiod sensitiwity of ttaditional BASMATI rice

varieties makes these vulnerable to erratic climate which sometimes

23.
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teduces the productivity. Further, ttaditional BASMATI dce may bc

l'ulnerable to lodging. These limitations have been overcome to a great

extent in the evolved varieties using scientific, genetic and plant breeding

methodologies. The evolved varieties are able to withstand changes in

the climate within the defined growing arca. The evolved varieties come

to maturity towards the end of September to the first half of October in

the defined growing areas when the temperature is conducive for

accumulation and retention of aroma during grain filling process. The

evolved varieties come to harvesting stage about 20-30 days earlier than

traditio nal varieties.

Furthet, to overcome the ptoblem of lodging, reseatch programmes

were initiated for the development of semi-dwarf high-pelding

BASMATI varieties which Ied to the first success in the form of 'Pusa

Basmati-1' by the Indian Agricultural Research Institute in 1989. Since

then, all the evolved varieties have used this character which also enables

the BASMATI plant to better respond to fertilizer.

Batring that, both uaditional and evolved varieties must have the

essential agro-ctmatic conditions such as requirement of high humidrty,

sufficient water supply and norma"l soil. In other words, only when

grown in the aforesaid geographical region of the Indo-Gangetic plains

do these varieties, taditional or evolved, produce the characteristics

associated with BASMATI rice.

The eating qualities of BASMATI dce such as a soft texture, delicate

curvatute, htgh integnty of grain on cooking and linear kernel elongation

with least breadth wise swelling on cooking xe greaiy influenced by the

agro-climatic conditions such as soil, fertility, irrigation practices, cool

during grain fiIling period, hawesting, storage etc. Even the

qualities cannot be replicated when the seed is grown outside

the uaditional growing areas.

BASMATI rice emits a specihc aroma in the field, at harvesting, in

storage, during milling, cooking and eating which is due to harmonious

25.
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combination of more than 200 chemical compounds among which, 2-

acetyl-l-pytoline is the most predominant.

Ifuman factors

Water Oualiw and lrrisation:

BASMATI rice varieties can be grown followiflg any rice growing

agronomy practices in terms of both ransplanted or direct seeding

technologies in the above defined geographical area for cultivation with

irrigation or raifl water facilities. Any canal supplied water, raln water or

ground water from the defined geographical zrea for BASLIATI

cultivation can be effectively used for irrigation. These practices prevent

drying of the BASMATI plant like any other variety of rice.

Where transplanting method is adopted, seeds of BASI,{,\TI tice are

sown in nurseries for further transplantation in the month of June for

higher productivity and reducing incidence of blast disease. The

sprouted seeds are sown ifl the evening on a wet seed bed with 5 cm of

fresh standing water. The excess water is drained on the second day and

is to be irrigated rvith fresh water the following day. This procedure has

to be followed fot about a week and after that water level is to be keot

coflstant, but not above the seedling level.

Seedlings of 25-30 days and 5-6 leaf stage are most suitable. The nursery

beds have to be irrigated the previous day before uprooting the seedlings

so as to minimize root iniuries to the seedlings. The uprooted seedlings

are washed cate fully to remove the mud and are tied in bundles of 100-

1 50 each. The bundles are then carried carefully to the field for

lantation without causing damage to seedlings.

e productivity and quality of BASMATI rice is gteatly influenced by

the time of transplanting. If the traditional tall varieties of BASNtr{TI

lc.ce are ttansplanted befote 30'h of June, they would attain excessive

vegetative growth and get prone to lodgUg at flowering or grain fiiling

stage. Also, early transplantation of seedlings impairs cooking quality as

grains become extremely opaque or exhibit abdominal whiteness due ro

27.
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impropet development under high temperature caused by loose packing

of starch molecules. Hence, the optimum time for transplanting the

seedlings is during the first half ofJuly.

Seedlings are transplanted in rows with 1-2 seedlings pet bill. Fot timely

ftansplanted crop, ro\v to row and plant to plant distance of 20x15 cm

and in case of late transplanted crop a spacing of 15x15 cm is

maintained. Seedlings should be planted shallow (2 to 3 cm deep) as

deep planted take more time for establishment and give less tillering.

Standing water is maintained in paddy fields up to 2-3 weeks aftet

planting, which helps in good plant establishment and weed control.

After this period, fields are irrigated only after absorption of water.

In the case of traditional varieties of BASMATI rice which are tall,

foliage pruning of excessive vegetative growth between 45-55 days aftet

uansplanting at about 10 cm from upper most leaf collat is done to

reduce the plant height and prevent thereby lodgrng of the crop without

affecting the production.

Method of oroduction

For maximum paddy yield and head rice recovery, harvesting of the crop

is done between 30 to 35 days after flowering, when the moisture

content in the gains ranges between 20 and 22 percent. At this stage, all

the grains on the panicle turn yellov/ except one or two lower ones

are still green but frrlly filled with grain. Drying unthreshed paddy

er shade is recommended and oracticed bv the farmers to minimize

ken percentage (head rice recovery) on milling.

Use of fetilizer, herbicide. oesticide and insecticides:

The traditional tall varieties (such as 'lara.oi Basmati and Basmati 386)

and the semi-tall BASMATI varieties like Pusa Basmati 1,1,21, are prcne

to lodging and, therefore, need to be provided less nitrogen in the tange

of 40-50 kg nitrogen / ha compared, to 80-100 kg niuogen / ha in the

Jl.
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case of evolved semi-dwarf varieties like Pusa Basmati 1' Further, 55-60

kg phosphorus and about 40 kg potash Per hectare is applied'

Micronutrient zinc needs to be applied at the rate of 20-25 kg/ ha in the

defined geographical zrez. for BASMATI cultivation for optimum

growth of BASMATI rice. However, need-based modifications to the

above standards are recolnmended based on tests of the soil nutrient

content in a location. BASMATI dce grows best with carbon enriching

of the soil through farrm yatd manure aPplication of 8-10 tons/ ha or

green rnanuring with legumes. While in the new generation BASNtrA.TI

varieties, genetic resistance to biotic stresses G)ests and diseases) is

incorpotated to minimize the use of chemicals and pesticides, the

traditional tall and the released evolved BASMATI varieties in the past

may require periodical field evaluation to assess their pest and disease

load and to facil-itate technical prescription for the specific chemical or

pesticide required. Such specific chemical or pesticide application

package of practices can be readily obtained from the State Department

of Agriculture, State Agricultutal Universities, Krishi Vigyan Kendras

and Indian Council of Agricultural Research institutes.

36. Harvesting and Storage:

Harvesting of the BASMATI ctop takes place as soon as 90%o of the

grain matures so as to avoid loss by shattering, lodgtng and physical

damage to the grains. The harvested crop is generally threshed the same

dav ot as soofl as oossible and dried to a moisture content of 12-14 o/o to

reveflt the development of grain moulds or any other fungal attack or

damage during storage.

Upon harvest the paddy is dried to 12o/o grain moisture. BASNATI nce

is stored for agrng which along with pre-soaking in water before cooking

adds to grain elongation. Fteshly harvested BASNL{TI rice cooks very

soft, moist and sticky with thick gruel and swells very litde. During

storage, grain hardness increases which allows more swelling and good

elongation on cooking. Aged BASMATI rice with increased volume
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cooks fluf$r, separates better without butsting.

38. Processrng:

The processing of BASMATI rice is generally done by modetn and state-

of-the-art rice mills which catry out cleaning, drying, de-hulling, milling'

separating, polishing, gading, sorting and packaging opetations. Dunng

these operations/ processes, the quality traits of BASMATI rice are not

altered and remain intact. These mills conform to prescribed national

and international standards.

Quality contol and fnspection mechanisms

Domestic

The Basnati Export Deuelopnent Foundation (BEDF): - The BEDF was

established with the obiective amongst others to undertake the

promouon and development of the supply chain of BASMATI rice and

in particular to promote, develop and co-ordinate integration of activities

of diverse stake holders such as consrlners, farmers, millers, tradets and

exporters by bringing focus and obiectivity thereto. The BEDF has

been promoted by APEDA with a vision for an all-round development

of BASMATI rice. BEDF is a society registered under the Societies

Registration Act, 1860 and in pursuance of its obiectives, a Basmati

Research Farm and a Lab-cum-Office complex has been set up in

odipuram, Uttarpradesh to uridertake testing and research of

TI rice. BEDF has established modern wodd class DNA testins

quality testing laboratory for testing authenticity and pudty of

ASMATI rice. It is a unique integrated facility for complete testing of

BASMATI rice under one roof, for exports as well as for the domestic

market. This facility is located within the BASN.'{,\TI rice growing region.

Attached hereto and marked as Annexure 13 is a copy of the

Memorandum of Association of the BEDF.

The Ministry of Commerce, vide a citculat dated March 31, 2010 has

decided to designate the BEDF laboratory, Modiputam as an

A.
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authorized centre for the testing of samples of BASN'4-A'TI rice for

variety identification. As pet this citcular, the Customs authoriq, may

draw rice samples for vzLiety identification and send the same fot

analysis to BEDF laboratory, in additron to AGMARK testing cenffes.

Attached herewith and matked as Annexure 14 is a copy of this circulat.

Accordingly, BEDF is inhetendy competent to act as body for

inspection to ensrre that the standards, quality, integnty and

coflsistency/ other unique characteristics of BASMATI rice are

maintained by the diverse stake holdets in the domestic and export

markets.

Besides BEDF, the domestic supply chain of BASMATI rice is governed

by the following legislations as well:

(1) The Seeds Act, 1966: - The Seeds Act, 1966 provides for an

elaborate mechanism for the regulation of the quality of certain

seeds fot the purposes of sale, including BASMATI tice. Sevetal

authorities have been created f established under the said Act

including the Central Seed Committee, Cen:rr.alf State Seed

Labontory, Certification Agency, Seed Analysts and Seed

Inspectors. In pursuance of the mandate vested in the various

authorities under the Seeds Act, primary quality characteristics of

BASN{,{TI rice have been defined.

Attached herewith and matked as Annexure 15 is a chan

depicting the seed production and supply chain in respect of

BASMATI rice.

The Agicaltural Pnduce (Grading and Marking) Act, 19t7 (Agnmk

Act): - 'Ibrs Act provides fot the grading and marking of all

agricultural products including BASMATI rice.

Export

Vide a notification dated January 23, 2003 issued under the Expott

(Quality Control and Inspection) Act, 1,963, certaln minimum

41.
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characteristics and qualities for BASMATI rice have been laid down

towards the purposes of inspection of BASMATI rice to ensure quality

for exports.

A copy of the said notification is attached hereto and marked as

Annexure 16.

Intemational rcference and rcputation of 'BASMATf'rice

43. E>?ort of BASMATI ice :- Owing to its unique flavor, aroma and

cooking properties which are best suited for Asian dishes such as biryani

atd pulao, BASMATI rice has become very popular in numetous foreign

countries. In fact, the demand for BASMATI rice has been increasing

over the last few decades. BASMATI rice has been and continues to be

exported to major countries aII over the wodd including Saudi Arabia,

Kuwait, United Arab Emirates, the United Kingdom, the United States

of America, Canadz and Europe. The total quantity of exports of

BASMATI rice between the period 1,991to 2009 (December) is in excess

of 1,47,92,724 Meric Tons. The estimated cost of exports between the

said period is in excess of INR 26,81,879 crores. Attached herewith and

marked Annexute 17 is a table depicting the country-wise break-up of

expon of BASMATI rice along with the total cost for the years 2006 to

2010.

AIso attached and marked Annexure 18 is a table reoresenrins the total

of BASMATI rice between the oeriods 1991-2009.

Besides, APEDA itself has been carrying out

promotional campaigns for BASMATI rice in jurisdictions such as the

United States of America and Europe. Attached hereto and collectively

marked as Annexure 19 are copies of some promotional literature used

in such campaigns.

PUUqLRellg1eoz:- As described above, APEDA has been active in the

protection of the goodwill and property in the name BASMATI as a

geographical indication. APEDA has initiated and continues to initiate

/1<
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action against all dird parties who have applied for registration of the

name BASMATI, either by itself or in combination with other elements,

as a trademark / service mark all ovet the wodd. Courts and Tribunals in

various jurisdictions have recognized and identified BASMATI rice as a

special and aromatic rice originating from the Indian sub-continent and,

consequendy, a geographical indication. Attached hereto and collectively

marked as Annexure 20 are copies of some court decisiofls from a few

countries around the world which have acknowledged that BASMATI

rice is a special and unique rice originating ftom India.

The name 'BASMATi' is, therefote, a geographical indication for a

slender, aromatic and long grain variety of rice grown in the specific

geographical ?;re ^t the foothills of the Himalayas and the name

'BASMATI' can be used only by the legitimate stakeholders in the same

such as farmers, millers, traders, exporters, impotters etc. and allowrng

the unauthorized and illegal use of the name might lead to a drop in

quality and value to the legitimate stakeholders.

APEDA submits that it is in the interest of both rade and pubiic that

there should be a registration for the name 'BASMATI' as a geographical

indication in India to ensure that the rice sold undet it are tecognized as

'BAS[..{,\TI' grown in the aforementioned geographica,l area and having

the aforementioned special, distinctive and naturally occurring

characteristics.

Such a registration would assist in enforcing the provisions of the

Geographical Indications of Goods (Registrauon & Protection) Act,

1,999.

Dated this the22"" day of April 2010.
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Other Particulars

1. BASMATI rice is also grown in the neighboring country of

Pakistan. The diskicts in Pakistan wherein BASMATI rice is

grown are Gujraf Gujranwala, Sialkot, Narowal, Mandi

Bahauddin, Hafizabad, Sheikhpura, Nankana Sahib, Lahore,

Faisalabad, Jhang, Toba Tek Singtr, Khushab and Sargodha.

2. For decades, BASMATI rice has been accepted and recognized

as originating only from a specific contiguous region shared by

India and Pakistan. This fact has been recorded in certain

intemational agreements and documents relating to BASMATI

rice.

3. For instance, the European Commission stated in Comrnission

Regulation (EEC) No.833/87 and Commission Regulation

(EEC) No.81 /92, that morphological characteristics alone do

not enable BASMATI rice to be distinguished from other long-

grain rice and that BASMATI rice is harvested in regions

situated in India and Pakistan. The European Commission also

stated that the arrangement provided for in Regulation (EEC)

No.3877/86 shall apply to BASMATI rice with certain Common

Customs Tariff codes, provided that the rice is the subject of a

certificate of authenticity which can be issued only by certain

authorities in India and Pakistan. A copy each of these

Regulations is attached hereto and collectively marked as

Annexure 21.

4. However, the European Commission Regulation (EEC)

No.833/87 and Regulation (EEC) No.3877/86 have since been

repealed and replaced by two new agreements that India and

\1?
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Pakistan have entered into with the European Community on

August 28, 2004 relating to modification of concessions with

respect to rice including certain varieties of BASMATI rice. As

per these agreements, both India and Pakistan are to protect the

name BASMATI as a geographical indication and also to

continue to issue authenticity certificates prior to the issuance

of import licenses. Copies of these agreements are attached

hereto and collectively marked as Annexure 22.

5. Further, "The Code of Practice on Basmati Rice" agreed by 'the

Rice Association', the'British Rice Millers Association' and the

'British Retail Consortium' in consultation with the Local

Authorities Coordinators of Regulatory Services (LACORS) and

the Association of Public Analysts (APA) and in discussion

with the Federation of European Rice Millers, the All India Rice

Exporters Association (AIREA) and the Rice Exporters

Association of Pakistan (REAP), defines the name BASMATI as

'the customary name for certain varieties of rice that are grown

exclusively in specific areas of the Indo-Gangetic Plains. India

and Pakistan have agreed to protect the geographical indication

BASMATI covered by EC Regulation 1549/2004, as detailed in

Council Decisions 2004/ 617 /EC and 2004/618/EC. A copy of

the said Code is attached hereto and marked as Annexure 23.
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